
 

 

  

New Year 2013 Edition 

 Happy New Year to All!! 
 

The Chinese year of the 

Snake starts on February 

10
th

, so this is a double 

New Year wish. This 

newsletter is chock full of 

interesting articles and I 

think is a great start to Zhong Ding’s 25
th

 

Anniversary Year. In particular these articles 

illustrate the depth of knowledge and commitment 

to training and research shown by Zhong Ding 

instructors at all levels. Darren Roberts (5
th

 Duan) 

has penned an excellent piece which I know will 

provoke much thought and hopefully change your 

practice of the form. 

 

Here in Malaysia preparations are well under way 

for the August celebrations, while in the UK the 

Easter Event in Nottingham is being organized to be 

a major celebration, with the opportunity not only 

for lots of learning but also fun. 

 

I would like to end with a short piece regarding the 

slogan that Zhong Ding International has adopted 

and which appears on ZDI T-shirts and badges, 

Semangat Bakar. 
 

I feel it appropriate that our organization, which has 

its cultural roots and headquarters her in Malaysia 

should have a Malay slogan to reflect that fact. 

Furthermore, since this slogan is a major teaching 

point in Lian Padukan, an art that a number of  

Zhong Ding instructors have studied and teach, it is 

even more relevant. 
 

So here it is: 
 

Semangat Bakar (Burning Spirit) 
 
 

Some of you have asked why we use this slogan and 

why we shout it out at the end of lessons. This is to 

remind us of an important “secret” of the martial arts. 

Without a burning spirit, a strong desire to achieve our 

goals, there is little we can do to achieve success. This 

means that if something is worth doing, we do it well. 

We are not half-hearted, we give 100%. That is 

Semangat Bakar. 
 

Semangat Bakar is a very important teaching of the art 

of Lian Padukan. Students are taught to feel as if their 

very essence, what they really are deep down, is 

burning to have contact with the one who has come to 

fight them. Lian Padukan is a system that is a fine 

example of the best of what modern Malaysia has to 

offer, as it is a fusion of different cultural backgrounds, 

influences and techniques (Arab, Malay and Chinese); 

as such it is a true example of Satu Malaysia. In Zhong 

Ding we recognize the Malaysian cultural context from 

which our arts grew and we celebrate this. 
 

So the next time you shout Semangat Bakar, remember 

this is you stating what you are, in martial arts terms – 

you are the product of this wonderful country in which 

we live. Also remind yourself that this burning spirit is 

to be used not just in martial arts but also in your 

studies, your friendships and in your relationships with 

your families. So join me in a loud, strong 
 

SEMANGAT BAKAR, SEMANGAT BAKAR, 

SEMANGAT BAKAR! 
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Over the last two years, twist step brush knee 

has contributed in changing the way I do my 

form significantly. Not so much the 

appearance but definitely in the way it feels. 

There was always something….wrong with 

twist step brush knee, something not quite 

right but I couldn’t but my finger on it. I like 

doing twist step brush knee, the tiger and the 

other four animals.  
 

 
 

The simplicity and repetitiveness of the 

moves enables me to focus on whatever I am 

training at that time.  I train tiger the most 

because it doesn’t always feel like the rest of 

the form, that’s not saying I can do the rest of 

the form correctly but tiger seems to amplify 

my mistakes. Any improvements or ideas I 

have about the form I try to put into the tiger 

in an attempt to make it feel better.  
 

 
 

So about two years ago I started to notice 

that my waist felt….different. I started to feel 

a sort of expansion, an openness within the 

waist I had not felt before. The waist felt very 

relaxed and I noticed how I was using the 

waist (or not as the case may be) through the 

form. Right I thought, I’ll put this new 

awareness into the tiger. Mmmm, something 

just didn’t feel right. The waist was not 

relaxed, open, expanded throughout. It was 

most evident as I finished the tiger on one 

side and transferred my weight to the back 

leg.  
 

 
 

My waist was stationary at this point, moving 

in space forward and back but not turning (I 

think I can remember being told to always 

turn the waist and I may have mentioned this 

to my own student). Now I was aware of this, 

it was evident in lots of moves though the 

form. The waist had become inactive at 

certain points.  I had always thought that  

Brush Knee Twist Step 
Darren Roberts 

 

 

 
because the waist moved backwards and 

forwards, this was movement but it felt dead if it 

wasn’t turning. So back to the tiger I went. To 

keep my waist turning through the tiger, the waist 

must turn towards the substantial. This way the 

waist is in constant movement, turning one way 

and then the other, no point through the move is 

the waist not turning.  
 

I presented this idea to advanced class that I run, 

to get their thoughts and feedback. Some said yes 

right away. Some had knitted brows and went 

quiet. Someone even sat down and looked at the 

floor in deep thought. In the following weeks we 

put this idea into the remaining form and pushing 

hands with surprising results. The students in the 

class all shared their perspective and valuable 

insight and we all benefitted as a group.  
 

The tiger did feel better, no doubt about that…but 

something still didn’t feel right. The waist was 

moving now, no problems there but it was the 

transferring of the weight that bothered me.  
 

Back to the tiger I went, pondering the problem. I 

soon realised that there was a separation 

between the waist and stepping forward. I 

understood the problem but had no solution.  
 

Then I remember what a very gifted martial artist 

once said to me “if I’m struggling with a move 

from the form, I’ll do it fast and see how that 

differs from doing it slow”. Excellent advice 

(thanks Phil) so I did the tiger faster. I noticed that 

there was no separation from the waist and 

stepping forward. All was one. It was part of the 

same move, not stepping forward then turning 

the waist toward that leg. The waist is the centre 

of the wheel, when it turns everything follows but 

nothing lags behind, everything moves together. 

This principle I put back into the tiger to 

consolidate the feeling. Now it felt lots better. 
 

Again I offered this principle to the Thursday night 

class. I’m eternally grateful for their valuable 

feedback as I learn so much from them all. We 

applied this technique in a practical way, in a 

simple forward push and the difference in power 

was surprising. I hoped the push would be better 

but didn’t expect the results we were getting 
 

After practising this method for a time, I was. 

getting more comfortable with it. Very different 

feeling to the form but as I was practising the 

tiger, something didn’t feel right. 

Something missing. Over and over I did the 

tiger. Then I realised what it was. I was 

transferring my weight forward with the waist 

but not backwards. I was expanding as I 

transferred the weight to the front leg but not 

the back. Why the separation, I thought. 
  

 
Use the same principle back as forward, again, 

no separation between transferring the weight 

back and turning the waist. This worked well 

through the tiger and I was keen to share this 

with the Thursday group. I wanted to put into 

practice this principle via rollback and see the 

difference, if any. 
 

Again, I was surprised with the results. It was a 

very different feeling. With someone pushing 

forward, the rollback seemed to just happen, 

turning almost by itself, or so it felt. There felt 

no separation between the force coming in 

and the rollback. It feels like you are doing 

nothing, no rooting yourself, feeling the force 

build up and then turning. It all happens at the 

same time.  
 

Applying these principles to the rest of the 

form was like re-learning it from the beginning. 

It was a very humbling experience. I’ve been 

doing tai chi for a number of years and think 

I’ve made steady progress. Small increments, 

I’d say, in understanding the art but now it 

feels like I’m finding out about the art all over 

again. I’m beginning to understand where and 

how the power is generated in each move. 

Why moves are done in a certain way. It’s 

given me the excitement back I felt when I first 

started in this art. The potential of what the art 

offers.  

Can I “do” tiger now? Well, it’s definitely 

better. I understand the move more but 

there’s a hint of something….not quite right. 

Always something more to learn and for that I 

am pleased. 

 
I like to take this opportunity to thank my 

students in the advanced Thursday night class  

that I attend. It is with their help, 
encouragement and feedback that have 

helped enormously with the insights into this 

art of tai chi. It was these student I went to 

when I was unsure about the ideas I had and it 

was their approval that kept me going with it. 

They have taught me so much about tai chi 

and I am eternally grateful for their wisdom. 
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Some things we can learn when we 

train outside  
Tony Ulatowski 

 

You could say that training outside is difficult 

because of the uneven surfaces, the wind and 

rain, maybe the heat. You could complain that 

you struggle to do what you perceive as your 

indoor arena of comfort zone, boxed Taiji. I can’t 

find my balance, there are too many distractions 

and I don’t like people looking strangely at me. 
 

So do we need to use negative words to describe 

why we should not be training outside? Or shall 

we embrace the positive, the natural Taiji arena 

that we have chosen to train in and use it as an 

asset. 
 

 Take for example loose shingle or loose 

chippings which can be dangerous when 

stepping.  Stepping then becomes a training 

feature, checking on your balance first before 

planting your foot down.  Carefully placing the 

heel down, feeling it, feeling the pressure build 

slowly and precisely. 

Then comes to mind the old saying ‘being sure 

footed’ and  ’best foot forward’. 
 

You now know that you’re not going to slip, so 

now we can transfer the weight through to the 

front of the foot to the Yong Quan point also 

known as Bubbling Well, Gushing spring, Kidney 

meridian 1, it’s all the same point. 
 

As the weight finds the Yong Quan point, this 

becomes Yang.  So if you imagine that the sole of 

the foot is a Taiji symbol, Yin & yang, it will 

change from Yang heel to Yang front, constant 

change. It’s an interdependence of awareness.  
 

For instance if you feel the pressure along the 

inside of the foot you know that it is wrong. The 

same goes if it flows along the outside then you 

know that the knee is out of alignment and over 

time will cause damage. 

A slight move to the left or right, small micro 

movements feeling for the Yong quan point 

searching and researching your root, always. 
 

Another way of developing awareness and 

understanding of the pressure that you should be 

feeling in the feet is to gently move the knee in 

little circles. 
 

Focus on the heel making small circus, feeling the 

pressure rotate around the heel, both directions. 

Then stop and find the centre. Then the same 

with the front, small circles around the toes so 

you feel the outer edges, then feel for the centre. 

Now we have two circles and all we have to do is 

join the two by making it a figure of eight.  

Because of the circles we then have a good 

understanding about the straight lines through 

the centre of the foot, from the heel to the 

second toe; a straight line through to the second 

toe to find the Yong Quan which is just inside the 

ball of the big toe. 
 

So by planting the heel / seed we nurture and 

 

feed the growth to the root as we move forward 

to the Yong Quan. Simple. 
 

Not! On grass, depending on the shoes that you 

are or are not wearing, your stepping awareness 

should heighten.  Being mindful of the 

placement, wet grass and smooth sole shoe 

equals sliding long, dangerous, stances. No root! 
 

You then become aware that you’re stepping on 

a slight incline and it has affected your flow and 

your normal stance. You may start to feel that 

you’re fighting against your normal, indoor flat 

safe surface, stance. 
 

Then comes a change of direction in your step 

and now its slightly downhill, how do you feel, 

how  does your stepping technique work? 
 

You may find a feeling of stepping longer, almost 

falling forward so you have to adjust your centre 

line, Taiji pole, hold back, not going with the flow. 

But developing what you know by applying your 

internal knowledge, feelings and sensations. 

Refining your Taiji. 
 

Sunrise, feeling the warmth of the sun on your 

skin, the sand between your toes, the rhythmical 

sound of the sea caressing the shore, Perfect for 

your Taiji. 
 

Not! When the sand is so soft that you sink, too 

much weight into the heel and it becomes 

difficult to progress forward. That uncontrollable 

sinking feeling then the upper body having to 

compensate at unusual angles, all of which is  

totally alien to your perceived normal Taiji 

posture. 
 

Now here comes the wind, flowing chi power, air. 

Learning to harness the sensations from this 

source is in my thoughts most of the time. 
 

So when we are training outside in a breeze, 

maybe early summer so less clothing, feel the air, 

the wind shifts. Wearing loose clothing or a 

baggie Taiji suit can heighten your feeling and 

sensations, like sails harnessing the natural 

power.  Be aware of moving into white crane 

spreads wing. Turning into it and out, and as you 

begin to start to raise your arm up you feel the 

wind, the air.  You become aware of the pressure 

building, filling up like a sail on a boat, harnessing 

the power. 
 

This may create a feeling of fighting the wind, 

going against the flow. But what adjustments are 

you making on the inside to compensate the 

influence from outside. The antagonistic energies 

are being fine tuned as you listen, practising Ting 

Jing. 
 

Then you continue into your next move and now 

you’re moving with the wind, going with the flow. 

The wind picks up a bit and tries to move you 

faster then your normal speed. Do you resist or 

do you go faster, with the flow. Resisting could 

and should be perceived as positive, as long as 

you know you’re in control. Feeling the changes 

can help to develop your sensitivity for your  
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How about your straight sword, Jian? This you 

must not train outside with on your own 
 

That beautiful double edge blade cuts through 

the wind as you carefully wield it. Until you 

slightly rotate the blade and the wind takes it off 

in the wrong direction. You can then feel it work 

down the blade into your hand and into your 

centre line. In short you cannot execute your 

form to your normal routine or at least it should 

challenge you by feeling the pressure within your 

hand. 
 

As an idea you could practise, facing the wind, 

and drawing a Taiji symbol clock wise and anti so 

you feel the changes in the affect of the wind 

down the blade into the hand and body. Does it 

affect your stance? 
 

Then slightly side on again using the symbol, 

continuity in following the inner curves and outer 

circle then pointing at the dots.  Feeling the 

changes in the pressure within your hand and 

how that transfers internally, what happens 

when you turn your back is to the wind?  All this 

so you can learn to blend with and understand 

your centre line, your Dantian and the swords 

centre, Dantian. 
 

Balance is within your mind and body, your 

ability to adapt, to change. Training to change to 

respond and not react, despite what is going on 

around us. 
 

The experience of practising outside especially in 

the early mornings is just fabulous, and, if 

possible, at different places which is even better 

for different sensations. Getting over the feelings 

of random people staring at you is the first step 

within your journey of how tai chi teaches you. 

Focus on yourself and not letting the monkey 

mind play games. And not second guessing what 

they are thinking, this is such a good training 

tool, oh it’s free! 

 

I like riding my bike and stopping just about 

anywhere to go through my form, getting over 

the fact, that at times, my onlookers are 

mesmerised. At times you can hear a passing 

comment ‘look at that fool doing silly things’. The 

good times are when animals are around, how 

close they get. All because of your slow training 

which is un-offensive and does not intimidate 

them. Total body movement not letting any  

   
Dao Guan – London North East Zhong Ding   Zhong Yi Tang – East Midlands 

                  Training Seminar        In the Valley Gardens   Demonstrating on a film set 

IMAGES FROM AROUND THE REGIONS 

individual limb go off in a tangent and frighten 

them. 
 

On a hot summer evening I took my class out into 

the car park, of the centre we use, which is 

situated behind a housing estate.  Being aware of 

all health and safety issues i.e. holes, gravel and 

(I couldn’t believe it) speeding cars of the 

patrons. 

I started them off with Wu Chi, to get used to the 

sounds of the gentle flow of the wind, the noise 

of the traffic flow and kids playing and shouting.  
 

As we were moving through the form for the 

second time, when, behind my students, kids, 

young people, appeared at the top of the fence.  

Some were standing on the stairs that led to the 

two story flats. Others, I think, were standing on 

a climbing frame. The jibes started with them 

shouting out comments about martial artists, 

Jackie Chan jokes, then imitating film sounds, the 

lot. 
 

I invited them to join, knowing they wouldn’t.  I 

asked my students not to take to much notice. 

Just use and train your peripheral vision. Don’t 

show them any interest.  It worked they left us 

alone and went away.  Fortunately, we were far 

enough away, that we only got hit by the spray. 

Spray from the water bombs that were flying 

over, some being lobbed from the stairs, trying 

to get closer.  I don’t know how, but I managed 

to catch one, without getting wet! Yes! 
 

I asked the kids if they could leave us alone or 

come and join us, they just hurled more abuse. 

The water bomb became a fun training tool for 

the class; yielding to the catch, turning the waist 

to move it on, just having fun in learning. 
 

The point is, I know and feel quite strongly, that 

you should practise outside as much as you are 

able to. Discover what happens to your form on 

different surfaces, wearing different shoes; The 

clothing that you wear for summer and winter.  

Feeling your Taiji, how it may cool you down or 

how it can warm you up. Truly feeling the daily 

and seasonal changes. How the wind can 

sometimes blow you into shape, a slight bump in 

the grass my make you aware of your balance, it 

is all there for you to find. 

It’s just not the same, opening the doors and 

windows of the hall that you train in or your 

lounge, you want to feel the different ways  

you execute your form and how you 

concentrate.  
 

Using, feeling and harnessing the 

unpredictable wind, feel it against our limbs 

and body. Use the uneven and varied suffices 

to challenge our stepping and stance work. 

The sounds, if we let it, steel our concentration 

and focus. Letting these natural outside 

influences teach us internally to blend and 

harmonise with the outside, external.  
 

Training outside will develop and sensitise your 

Ting Jing by letting the natural elements in 

your environment be your teacher. Applying 

the principles of your Taiji will only help to 

ingrain them positively and consistently within 

all aspects of our life as your Taiji become’s 

your one and only teacher. 
 

 Other lessons of awareness is that change is 

constant and consistent, as it should be, just 

like the weather. Taiji will teach you this when 

you let it, and more, as you play outside.  

Zhong Ding 25
th

 Anniversary Celebration 
 

In Europe 
 

Thu 28
th

 March 2013 – Mon 1
st

 April 2013 
 

Nottingham Trent University, Clifton Campus 

Nottingham NG11 8NS 

 

Thu 28
th

 March 2013 

10.00pm – Sword training through the night 
 

Fri 29
th

 March 2013 

All day – Seminars with Nigel Sutton and Senior 

Instructors 
 

Sat 30
th

 March 2013 

Master Liang He Qing Championship 2013 
 

Sun 31
st

 March 2013 

All day – Seminars with Nigel Sutton and Senior 

Instructors 
 

Monday 1
st

 April 2013 

AM only – Seminars with Nigel Sutton and Senior 

Instructors 

 

Further details can be found at: 
 

http://www.zhong-ding.com/index.php/125-

zhong-ding-25-2013-europe 
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Albert Visits Autumn Camp 2012 

Bridget Tayan 

 For those of you who haven’t come across Albert and his adventures before, a word of 

explanation.  When I was growing up, every summer our whole family would spend a week at 

Pony Club Camp.  At the end of the week there was a concert, where one of the highlights was 

always an “Albert” - inspired by “Albert and the Lion” - which my father wrote detailing the 

escapades of the week. Albert became so much part of our family that we even played a 

recording of Stanley Holloway reading the poem at my brother’s funeral.  A few years ago I 

decided to revive “Albert” for the Zhong Ding Camp.   I have tried to include as much detail as 

possible but please forgive me if I have left something out that you feel I should have 

included.  (Some of the references may not mean much to you unless you were there.) 

 
One day young Albert Ramsbottom 

Said, “Mother, I’m going away. 

It’s the Zhong Ding Camp at Calverton. 

I’m off now, be back on Sunday.” 
 

It’s grand to be back here thought Albert 

His face lit up by a grin, 

As old friends made him welcome 

And Sam and Billy settled him in. 
 

 
 

After an excellent supper from Graham 

Albert was raring to start 

First up was Form -Space –Potential 

He took Nigel’s words to his heart. 
 

While the squad were doing their training 

He practised his Form with Fong 

Before going out all-night training 

(They’d kindly asked him along.) 
 

 
 

Ten thousand stick strikes later 

They drove tiredly back to the camp 

And drank copious bottles of beer 

To keep out the cold and the damp. 
 

Sometime later he passed Spencer’s camper 

And heard singing and laughter within. 

Inside he found Don and Nigel 

(Plus Bridget, who’d just popped in). 
 

 

 

He spent the morning revising 

Double Dagger Form with Fong 

Before choosing to do the Umbrella 

Over Miles’ excellent qigong. 
 

 
 

He was glad of a rest at lunchtime 

But he couldn’t believe his eyes 

For Neil was drying the dishes 

After a filling lunch of warm pies! 
 

 

 
 

He ran through the daggers for practise 

With help from Roddy and John, 

Before trying his hand at stick fighting 

Enthusiastically urged on by Don. 
 

By now Albert felt pretty weary 

So he was glad of a bit of rest 

While the students who were grading 

Had their tai chi skills put to the test. 
 

He ate fish and chips with gusto 

And did his best with the quiz 

But Them Up North lost out 

Other brains were better than his. 
 

 
 

Suddenly music started 

And people danced Gangnam style 

Nigel and Fong were leaping 

While Junior danced down the aisles. 

 

Albert slept like a log that evening 

So next morning was up with the lark 

Practising his Form with Fong 

With help from Scot and Marc. 
 

Then tried his hand at Wing Chun 

Where Phil taught him a few handy tricks. 

Feeling suitably heartened 

From Nigel he learnt pocket-sticks 
 

 
 

After chatting to Jan for some moments 

And laughing a lot with Pete 

He went out for a spot of sword sparring 

With Jules (who he tried hard to beat.) 
 

Then all too soon it was over 

It was time to be on his way 

Numbers were swapped and bags packed 

There were many goodbyes to say. 
 

Albert drove home reflecting 

On all the new things he’d tried 

Glancing at his arm with its bracelet 

And wearing his medallion with pride. 
 

Well, that was grand, thought Albert 

I’ve learnt such a lot it is clear, 

I feel part of the family now 

I can’t wait for Malaysia next year. 
 

Later, back home, he was shaken 

When suddenly his mother appeared 

Waving her arms and screaming 

There was something wrong, it was clear. 
 

With a face like thunder she bellowed, 

“Albert!  Eeeee, I am vexed. 

Your phone fell out of your pocket 

I just happened to read this text! 
 

What’s all this about shag-wagons?” 

 She roared again and again 

And didn’t listen to Albert 

When he did his best to explain. 
 

Escaping upstairs to his bedroom 

He threw himself down on his bed 

Before falling asleep with the strains 

Of Mull of Kintyre in his head. 
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One of the characteristics of the Snake is said to be that it is highly intuitive and indeed 

2013 is a year of intuition according to Malay numerology.  Given these signs perhaps it is 

a subject worthy of contemplation?  
 

To explore intuition we need a common understanding to explore the concept. According 

to the author Carlin Flora in her article Gut Almighty (Psychology Today: 2007) the word 

'intuition' comes from the Latin word 'intueri' which can be translated as to look inside or 

to contemplate.   Indeed meditation and contemplation are essential to our our arts and  

The Snake and Intuition 

Don Harradine 

Master Liang He Qing Championship 2013 

Nottingham Trent University 

Clifton Campus 

Saturday 30
th

 March 2013 

The Master Liang He Qing Championship 2013 

will be an integral part of the Zhong Ding 25
th

 

Anniversary European Celebrations taking 

place over the Easter Weekend. 

Entry Forms are available on the Zhong Ding 

Website: 

http://www.zhong-ding.com/index.php/125-

zhong-ding-25-2013-europe 

So get your regional teams entered for this 

great Zhong Ding event. 

Malay numerology, the 

changing to a new Chinese 

year and the associated 

astrological animal always give 

the opportunity for reflection 

on our arts: this year being no 

exception. 

 

The hours we spend in training are there to develop our frame. All of the 

exercises to develop: ting jing (sensitivity); dong jing (understanding 

power); and jie jing (intercepting power) are our frame. The forms we 

practice train us to move in certain ways and to maintain a structure. 

These things become automatic. We learn these things, concepts, from the 

outside-in so that our intuition can use them from the inside to the outside 

without conscious thought when presented with certain signs or stimuli. 

Many arts, particularly Silat, have some kind of dance (Tari) which allows 

the exponent of the art to use free movement, but sticking to the basic 

principles of the art, to explore beyond the confines of set patterns.  To 

enable this use of intuition in our arts to occur we must have trust. Trust 

in: 

• our arts; 

• our training; 

• our teachers; and 

• ourselves or our intuition. 
 

If we have these elements of trust in place then we can be relaxed in a 

state of song, which will enable intuition and therefore our arts to work 

from the inside-out.  

 

The following quotes offer an opportunity for meditation on intuition in 

our arts and indeed in our lives. They are from The inner way: teachings 

from the Tai Chi Chaun of Cheng Man Ching, interpreted by Master Xu Shu 

Song (Koh Ah Tee) compiled and translated by Nigel Sutton. 
 

A tai chi chuan exponent has absolutely no ideas in his mind. He is like a 

still pond – when a stone is dropped in it the ripples are automatic and 

natural (page 29). 
 

If you have a preconceived notion of what you are going to do to an 

opponent then you are not doing tai chi chuan (page 47) 
 

To reach the highest levels of the art we must research, read and study but 

all of this is useless if a firm physical foundation has not first been laid 

(page 65). 
 

There are many types of song but the most important is that of the mind 

(page 108). 

to our own development, whatever that might mean, as discussed in 

previous articles. Intuition is that understanding of events that comes 

from the inside. 

 

Often we do not understand how we have achieved that 

understanding but none the less as we test that understanding it can, 

and in many cases, gain validity.  Often we pick-up on signs that to our 

conscious mind we may not register but all the same our 

subconscious minds are processing this information to develop a 

reaction or a ‘feeling’. When we spar or push hands we often react 

too quickly for our minds to consciously process and develop tactics 

to help us overcome an opponent. Our intuition takes over we are 

working at a level that is intuition: beyond rationale thought.  

 

Immanuel Kant, the German philosopher, made the following 

observation: “Intuition and concepts constitute…the elements of all 

our knowledge, so that neither concepts without intuition in some 

way corresponding to them, nor intuition without concepts, can yield 

knowledge”. Here Kant is talking about the gaining of scientific 

understanding, however, it offers us an insight into our understanding 

of intuition and our martial arts. Kant is making a link between 

concepts and intuition, or more simply we need a frame/mechanism 

from which the intuition can operate. What is our intuition 

mechanism or frame? It is our training! 



 

  

 

Train in Malaysia in 2013 

Zhong Ding 25
th

 Anniversary Celebration 

9
th

 August 2013 - 30
th

 August 2013 
 

Enjoy 14 nights in a four star luxury beach hotel. Your suite of rooms with a sea view, 

overlooking the palm-fringed white sands of the beach.  
 

Every day starts with a session of taiji and qigong on the beach, followed by a luxurious buffet 

breakfast (included in price). 
 

On most days there will be up to six hours of training in a variety of arts. Choose from Taijiquan, 

Baguazhang, Okinawan Weapons Training, Eskrima and Silat taught by Zhong Ding Masters, 

Technical Advisers and Guest Instructors.  (All training is optional, lazing on the beach is also 

available!) 
 

The highlight of the trip will be an International Competition culminating in a banquet and 

performances by Masters of the Martial Arts. This will be followed by a day of seminars with the 

Masters. 
 

Invited Masters Include 

o Manong Eric Olavides 

o Maestro Ruel Turbang 

o Master Tan Swoh Theng 

o Master Lau Kim Hong 

o Master Tan Ching Ngee 

o Master Wu Chiang Hsing 

o Master Koh Ah Tee 

o Master Lee Bian Lei 

o Master Fu Chang Hui 

o Master Wong Jing Hui 

o Master Tim Nicklin 
 

(Please note not all Masters may be able to attend) 
 

Other attractions include a day cruise dining and relaxing on a cruise liner, and a day trip to the 

Zhong Ding Training Centre including training and a sumptuous local banquet. 
 

But it is not all training, in addition to the beach and a range of water-based activities (Jet skis, 

parascending etc) there are also the sights of Penang Island with historic Georgetown (An 

UNESCO Heritage site), numerous historic temples and the shopping opportunities of Batu 

Ferringhi night market and Gurney Plaza. 
 

The whole holiday package (excluding airfares and based on two people sharing a room) costs 

950 Pounds Sterling or Ringgit Malaysia 4700.00 for those not paying in sterling. The cost for 

non-training participants is 650 Pounds Sterling or Ringgit Malaysia 3210.00. 
 

Reservation of places to be made through Tony Ulatowski, who will also be arranging cheapest 

possible air flights. The more people that he can get the cheaper the deal he can negotiate. 
 

Participants who wish to may stay an extra two weeks (no fee required but red packets 

accepted as a token) after the event at the training centre where there will be a special training 

course organized! 

 

Contact Tony on 07956362743 

 

 

 

 

 

East Midlands Demonstration at the 10
th

 

Anniversary Celebration 

ZHONG DING – LOOKING BACK 



 

 

  

Loyalty 

 

The character for Loyalty in 

Chinese is Centre over 

Heart. This points to one 

essential meaning of the 

word Loyalty, namely 

having a heart that is 

centred.  Whatever your 

heart is centred on, you 

have loyalty towards. 
 

This character, as many of 

you will know is essential 

to the practice of martial 

arts. At first glance the 

main importance of loyalty 

to the martial artist seems 

to be to your style your 

teacher and the lineage 

you come from. With 

further experience and 

reflection, it becomes  

obvious that one must also be loyal to your fellow 

practitioners, both senior and junior, for it is through their 

example, help and provision of hands-on experience, that 

you learn and grow. With further time and maturity on the 

martial path another realisation dawns; the heart of loyalty 

in the martial arts is loyalty to oneself and the decision you 

have taken to follow the Martial Way. From this loyalty , all 

others follow. Without the founders of your art there would 

be no art to study, no path to walk. Without your teacher 

opening the door, you would have no idea of where the 

path lies, let alone how best to walk down it. Without your 

fellow students, the path would be much harder and 

lonelier to walk. 
 

 
 

For these reasons loyalty is a central concept in the martial 

arts. When we take our disciple oath and promise to 

respect the teacher and the teachings, that is our oath of 

loyalty. Like many oaths, of course, as the immortal bard 

put it, this is often one “more honoured in the breach than 

the observance” but that makes it no less important. 

Though we may often stray from the path, the fact that the 

path is there gives us a signpost to what we should be doing 

– it provides a kind of martial arts moral compass; and it is 

this “centred heart” feeling of loyalty which brings us back 

to the Way even if we have strayed. 
 

 

One particularly meaningful explanation of the Chinese 

character Zhong (loyalty), describes it as sustained 

effort. This means that loyalty has to be worked at 

over an extended period of time and involves effort 

and sometimes even suffering. Does this not sound 

close to the concept of gong fu, which, in turn is 

essential to our study of the martial arts? 
 

 
 

This should all sound pretty familiar so far, but now we 

are going to get to the uncomfortable bit. True Loyalty 

to the art requires sacrifice and this means that the 

martial path truly has to be at the centre of your heart. 

If you want to really progress as far down the path as 

you can, the art has to be your first love. There is a film 

with Jet Li in, where he is asked by his girlfriend if she 

is his first love. He replies that she is not but she will 

always be his second love, at which point she realizes 

that his first love is his martial art. Fortunately for both 

of them she can accept this. 
 

When I won a gold 

medal at the Tianjin 

International Wushu 

Championships in 

1986, there was an 

article in one Chinese 

national paper which 

stated that my 

dedication to martial 

arts had caused the 

failure of my 

marriage. While this   

was not actually true, my teacher,Huang Jifu 

xiansheng, passed this information on to the reporters, 

knowing that it would resonate with the Chinese 

readers, used as they were to tales of single-minded 

warriors who sacrificed all for their art. 
 

The truth of the matter is that, if you wish to reach the 

highest levels of your art, whatever these levels might be, 

you will be unable to do this without sacrificing other parts of 

your life to what lies at the centre of your heart. If you are 

unable to do this because you need to put your family, 

partner, business or whatever else first, that is OK. You still 

have a meaningful hobby that will benefit your life in many 

ways. If that is you, do not worry, you are perfectly normal, 

balanced, and, in the eyes of society as a whole, doing the 

right thing, and this article is in no way meant to criticize you. 

It should, however, make you think about what you want 

from the art and how far you are willing to go. 
 

The question of loyalty becomes more problematic, when we 

consider the cultural differences between, the Chinese 

masters of the previous generation and our own. For my 

Chinese masters, commitment to their life partner is a very 

different thing from what it means to us. Bear in mind it is 



 

 within living memory that Chinese women were generally 

kept in the home and not allowed out. Several years ago, in 

Hong Kong, I interviewed Jasmine Dong, the daughter of 

famed Master Dong Yingjie, and she commented on how 

rare her father was, in that he taught her his art, at a time 

when women had to retire to a back room when male 

visitors came to the house. Actually I can remember when I 

first started training in Malaysia that the same thing would 

happen when I trained at my teachers’ houses. The only 

difference being that I was at least introduced to the 

women folk before they were banished to the kitchen. 
 

What a culture shock it must have been for these same 

teachers when they came to the UK and discovered it was 

usually the males who were banished to the garden or a 

side room while the ladies occupied the comfort of the 

living room! 
 

 
 

Thus their culture meant that putting partners and family 

second was not such a problem. They did, however, face 

problems in other areas with distraction of a more 

destructive nature in the form of alcohol, opium, women, 

and the biggest of all, money. In fact it was usually once 

they had an excess of the latter that all the other vices 

presented themselves. 
 

Irrespective of culture, however, money remains a major 

problem. Many are the teachers who have allowed 

themselves to be diverted from the martial path, in the 

pursuit of money. Of course as a martial artist who makes 

his living from teaching the art, I am well aware that there 

are financial needs and obligations to be met; but the 

bottom line is, that if it comes to a choice between chasing 

money and walking the Dao, then it is the latter I have to 

choose. I can state this with absolute certainty, because my 

own experience has taught me this lesson; whenever I have 

been tempted to stray from the path in pursuit of money, 

life has come along and smacked me firmly in the face. 

Which brings me to another important point: you do not 

choose the martial way, the martial way chooses you. This 

means that if you are destined to walk this path, that is 

what your life will be focused on, and it is then that life will 

give you the lessons you need in order to keep you on this 

path. 
 

 
 

Zhong Ding Penang Schools – Chinese New Year 

IMAGES FROM AROUND THE REGIONS 

Books and DVDs 
By Nigel Sutton and Tan Mew Hong 

 

Nigel and Fong have a new range of DVDs 

and e-Books available for sale. Titles include: 

DVDs 

Happy & Relaxed Short Stick Form (Yang) 

Happy & Relaxed Short Stick Form (Yin) 

Hong Men Fan 

Cheng Man Ching Masterclass (with Nigel) 

Qigong Shibashi 1 (+ eBook) 

CCUPD - Close, Control, Unbalance, Pressurise, 

Destroy (with Nigel) 

 

eBooks (all by Nigel) 

Ilmu - way of thev Silat Shaman 

Silat Tua  

Men of Power (Chinese Martial arts in Malaysia) 

Fighting Tai Chi (the follow up to 'Searching for 

the Way' 

 

Further information can be found at the 

Zhong Ding Centre website at: 

http://www.zhong-ding-centre.com 

The art in martial art, amongst other things, consists 

of constant effort to attain a perfect ideal. We seek to 

perform an ideal form, or to push hands with 

effortless and unassailable ease, to overcome our 

own weaknesses and imperfections.   
 

This is what makes us artists, this is what keeps us 

laying down those “sheets of tissue paper”, day after 

day, year after year. 2013 marks my 40th year of 

walking the martial Dao. There have been sacrifices, 

obstacles and setbacks, but still I walk and still I love 

the journey. 
 

As I walk this path, I have the example of those 

Masters who have gone before me, in particular 

Master Liang Heqing and Master Zhong Chengli, and 

also those who have walked behind me, yet have 

been fated to pass beyond, particularly Master Ian 

Cassettari. Heng Ha, Heng Ha, Heng Ha! 
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